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Markets Outlook

Thursday, 19th of November

Key Events to Watch

Equities: The main indices in Europe trading roughly 1% lower on Thursday, DAX and
EuroStoxx at the lower end of their week and a half long ranges at €13,080 and €3,450
respectively. VIX benefiting from the sell-off this morning, pushing above the $24 mark in
early morning trade. Mixed results from Asian equities overnight. Futures in the US are this
morning continuing yesterday's down-move, as New York shuts down schools and
individual cities look at tighter restrictions to curb the virus spread.
Currencies: The Dollar looking to undo some of the losses from earlier in the week as
risk-sentiment begins to turn down across financial markets. Ongoing EU-UK trade talks
could be the source of some volatility for the Pound next week, the clock is ticking and we
are running out of time for the European Commission to ratify any deal that could come
from this and next week's talks.
Safe-havens: Gold in the red again on Thursday, pushing below the $1,860 mark and
finding fair value at the bottom of its 3-month range.
Looking ahead: This afternoon we see employment data from both Canada and the US,
tomorrow morning monthly Retail Sales figures to come from the UK. This weekend G20
finance ministers and central bankers will meet. Monday's economic data releases will be
telling, with Europe, UK, and US all seeing Manufacturing and Services PMI results, a
leading indicator for these regions economic health.

Markets are selling off in the US this morning for the second
consecutive session as investors weigh up the recent positive vaccine
developments against increasing concerns about renewed
shutdowns in the region, as infection rates remain extremely high.
Despite a few weeks now of significant restrictions, Germany, Italy,
and France are each still seeing in excess of 20,000 new cases of the
virus per day. 
Pfizer and BioNTech this week said that they have now officially
conducted the required 2 months of safety tests and plan on applying
to the FDA in the coming days for emergency use. This news came as
the two pharma giants announced their vaccine to in fact show 95%
efficacy, a stronger result than their 90% efficacy announcement from
last week. 
News has emerged this morning surrounding AstraZeneca and
Oxford University's potential vaccine, we note that the main findings
from this trial are due in the coming weeks. According to the
organisations: their vaccine candidate has demonstrated a strong
immune response in patients and has now proven to be safe in older
adults, a vital characteristic for any Covid-19 vaccine. While producing
similar immune responses in both groups, AstraZeneca's drug is said
to have fewer adverse effects in older people.

Latest Vaccine News

Kingfisher
British multinational retailing firm Kingfisher has this morning
released a stronger than expected fiscal Q3 trading update, in which
the group saw a 17.4% increase in underlying sales as it continued to
benefit from the pandemic-driven popularity of DIY work.
The B&Q and Screwfix owner said that Ireland and the UK was nearly
20% higher to £1.58b, beating expectations for a 15% jump. Similarly,
sales in France beat analysts' forecasts, coming in at 19.2% versus
14.5% expectations, for the fiscal Q3 ending on October 31st.
"Our growth was supported by strong market demand, as consumers
spent more time in their homes and focused on improving them" said
Chief Executive Thierry Garnier.
Kingfisher did caution that its near-term visibility is limited at present,
citing the ongoing uncertainty over the virus and the impact of
temporary lockdown restrictions in most of its markets. This
communication harmed shorter-term investor sentiment for the
name.
The shares are over 4.5% lower this morning following the release,
trading down to £2.85. This comes after an impressive run YTD so far,
during which the group gained a robust 31%. Kingfisher is trading at a
discount to its main financial metric's 10-year averages, at a full-year
2021 P/E of 12 times and an EV/EBITDA of just over 5 times. We
reiterate our 'hold' rating in light of today's results.


